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7KLV�EDFKHORU¶V�WKHVLV�ZLOO�GLVFXVV�WKH�H[WHQW�WR�ZKLFK�VXSSO\�VKRFNV�DIIHFW�LQIODWLRQ��7KLV�WKHVLV�LV�FDUULHG�RXW�
as a literature review and is thus done by reviewing empirical results from various pieces of literature from 
around the world, with most literature studying the relationship using American data. Primarily this is done 
using the theory of aggregate supply curves, the Phillips curve, and shifts in these curves to represent supply 
shocks and studying their effect on inflation. 

The results of the literature review suggest that the effects of supply shocks on inflation are varying, and 
each piece of literature made their own additions or changes to the Phillips curve to depict the inflationary 
power of supply shocks more accurately. The inclusion of the sticky-price assumption, interaction between 
price-setters and inflation expectations were all substantial additions to the traditional model and were added 
across different pieces of literature. 

With these additions, the literature reviewed has found that large (in magnitude) supply shocks 
disproportionately affect inflation. The literature reviewed also found that inIODWLRQ�H[SHFWDWLRQV�DUH� µVKRFN-
DQFKRUHG¶��WKXV�HPSKDVL]LQJ�WKH�SRLQW�WKDW�VKRFNV�RQO\�FUHDWH�VKRUW�WHUP�IOXFWXDWLRQV�LQ�inflation and inflation 
returns to natural rates in the long-run. Other literature also found that supply shocks hold inflationary power 
in the long-run only when inflation was expected to remain high after a shock, thus further emphasizing the 
importance of including inflation expectations in the Phillips curve, and the monetary policy in place (as it 
affects expectations). 

With each new piece of literature reviewed, this thesis came to a more rounded conclusion of how supply 
shocks affect inflation using the theory of aggregate supply and the Phillips curve. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

,Q�WKLV�WKHVLV��WKH�TXHVWLRQ�³WR�ZKDW�H[WHQW�GR�VXSSO\�VKRFNV�DIIHFW�LQIODWLRQ"´�ZLOO�

be GLVFXVVHG�LQ�UHODWLRQV�WR�OLWHUDWXUH�UDQJLQJ�IURP�WKH�����¶V�WR�WKH�����¶V�  

Before the first big supply shocks affected the global economy and inflation rates 

LQ� WKH� ����¶V� �UHIHUULQJ� WR� WKH� 23(&� RLO� VKRFNV��� LQIODWLRQ� ZDV� NQRZQ� DQG�

accepted to be a monetary phenomenon. In the short-run and the long-run, 

LQIODWLRQ�ZDV�H[SODLQHG�E\�LQIODWLRQ�H[SHFWDWLRQ�DQG�XQHPSOR\PHQW��)ULHGPDQ¶V�

1967 Presidential Address outlines these views and has inspired 50 years of 

macroeconomic debate afterwards. In the decades to come, macroeconomists 

KDYH�FRPH�D�ORQJ�ZD\�IURP�)ULHGPDQ¶V�VLPSOH�\HW�WUDLOEOD]LQJ�FRQFOXVLRQV��:LWK�

his Presidential Address being one of the most cited Presidential Addresses ever, 

macroeconomists have used his conclusions as a strong baseline for future 

research. (Mankiw & Reis, 2018) In the following years big shocks to economies 

around the world took place (eg. the OPEC oil crisis) and brought 

PDFURHFRQRPLVWV�WR�IRFXV�RQ�WKH�H[SDQVLRQ�RI�)ULHGPDQ¶V�PRGHO��IRU�H[DPSOe to 

include supply shocks in the Phillips curve and the forecasting of inflation (as 

reviewed later in this review) (Ball & Mazumder, 2011). As discussed in the next 

section, the development of this research is important to follow especially now, 

as the world is dealing with the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

increasing political turmoil around Europe. After experiencing both labor demand 

and aggregate supply shocks globally repeatedly for over 2 years, it is important 

to consider the repercussions this may have on our inflation rates around the 

world, in the short-term and the long-term (Brinca;Duarte;& Faria-e-Castro, 

2020). 

After the introduction section, a short explanation on the background of this topic 

and its relevance today will be given. Especially in the economic and social 

turmoil the world has been living through in the last couple years, it is important 

to shed light on the relationship between supply shocks and inflation. In the third 

section, some main concepts, theory, and historical events that are important to 
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understand will be defined before examining the review of the literature. Here the 

assumptions and theory of the literature studied will also be reviewed. After this 

in the fourth section, empirical evidence from the different literature studied will 

be reviewed. This thesis takes about 10 different sources and uses their empirical 

analysis and comments to build an overview on how and to what extent supply 

shocks affect inflation. In this section the question will be explored by defining the 

key controversies in the past, how economists have revised information since 

then, DQG�KRZ�UHDO�ZRUOG�VKRFNV�DQG�HFRQRPLF�FULVHV�KDYH�DIIHFWHG�HFRQRPLVWV¶�

views on the relationship between supply shocks and inflation. This section will 

examine how the sources differ from, as well as relate to each other. It will also 

examine the methodology used to come to their conclusions, the aspects of their 

research that they focused on and finally I review their results and how their 

results differ to or are similar to each other. These results and comparisons will 

WKHQ�EH�XVHG�WR�H[DPLQH�WKH�TXHVWLRQ��³WR�ZKDW�H[WHQW�GR�VXSSO\�VKRFNV�DIIHFW�

LQIODWLRQ"´��)LQDOO\�LQ�WKH�ODVW�VHFWLRQ��FRQFOXVions from the results will be drawn 

and the research question will be answered using all the literature studied in the 

section before this. The aim is to come to a well-rounded review of the literature 

and understand why and how the Phillips curve has adapted to answer the 

TXHVWLRQ�³WR�ZKDW�H[WHQW�GR�VXSSO\�VKRFNV�DIIHFW�LQIODWLRQ"´� 
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2. BACKGROUND 

In early 2022, inflation and supply shocks are economic phenomena that are 

being discussed in all industries, sectors and economies. In the past 2 years as 

a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, society and the economy have become more 

and more accustomed to facing economic shocks, especially aggregate supply 

and demand shocks. As the COVID-19 pandemic forced societies, and even 

entire economies to go into lockdown, it created large shifts in the aggregate 

demand and supply curves. COVID-19 caused some sectors of the economy to 

specifically suffer (for example movie theaters), but the main disruptions to the 

HFRQRP\�VWHPPHG�IURP�VKRFNV�WR�ODERU��:RUNHUV¶�ZLOOLQJQHVV�DELOity to work at a 

given wage was severely disrupted by the pandemic, creating the shift in the 

DJJUHJDWH�VXSSO\�FXUYH��DQG�HPSOR\HUV¶�ZLOOLQJQHVV�WR�KLUH�DW�D�FHUWDLQ�ZDJH�ZDV�

also disrupted because of the changes in aggregate demand for goods, and the 

uncertainty remaining around the persistence of the pandemic. In many sectors, 

it is not clear whether the shocks they were facing were rooted from the supply 

or demand changes, because the features of the shocks are typically associated 

with both demand and supply. However, in the private sector, Brinca, et al. 

contribute the fall in employment coming from mostly supply shocks. 

(Brinca;Duarte;& Faria-e-Castro, 2020) It is for this reason and others that I 

wanted to study specifically the effect of supply shocks on inflation. 

The last two years has seen a historically high amount of supply shocks, however 

as we begin to leave lockdowns and social distancing behind us, a new worry is 

gripping economists and everyday citizens as inflation is increasing at 

unprecedented rates. The timing of this rise in inflation happening especially in 

the United States and other major economies around the world is interesting. This 

prompted me to study the specific effects of supply shocks on inflation. While the 

Phillips curve has modeled the relationship for decades now, the developments 

and new findings related to this model are interesting and important for studying 

the relationship between the two. From historic occurrences of inflation, central 

banks and citizens know that increased inflation rates can even lead to 
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devastating cases of hyperinflation, which can have devastating effects on the 

currency and credibility of the Central Bank. (Friedman, 1968) 

The literature has also taken the assumption that ³exogenous relative price 

changes of intermediate commodities (crude oil, for example) can be regarded 

as aggregate supply shocks´ (Mio, 2001, p. 86). This claim is further explored in 

section 3.2. Because of the recent Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022, there has 

been a sharp rise in oil prices globally. This has also brought the importance and 

relevance of the topic of the relationship between supply shocks and inflation. As 

one can deduce, the exogenous relative price-changes resulting from the war in 

Ukraine can be seen as an aggregate supply shock, thus resulting in a shift in the 

Phillips curve. For this reason as well as COVID-19, it is interesting to study the 

relationship between inflation and supply shocks.  
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3. BACKGROUND THEORY 

To be able to follow this thesis with ease, in this section there will be discussion 

about the background theory behind some of the discussed terms and topics in 

the thesis. Firstly, the Phillips curve and its origins will be reviewed. Secondly, the 

differences in assumptions between the literature reviewed will be discussed. 

Thirdly inflation inertia and inflation expectation will be reviewed in relations to the 

literature. )LQDOO\��WKH�23(&�RLO�VKRFNV�RI�WKH���¶V�ZLOO�EH�reviewed as well, as a 

motivator for the study of supply shocks. 

3.1 THE PHILLIPS CURVE 

The Phillips curve is an essential theory and tool to use in discussing the 

relationship between inflation, unemployment, and supply shocks. In most of the 

empirical literature reviewed, this theory was used to study the relationship 

between inflation and supply shocks. The Phillips curve is derived from the 

aggregate supply curve, and thus shifts in the Phillips curve reflect shifts in the 

aggregate supply curve. The equation for the aggregate supply curve is below: 

(Mankiw, 2010) 

ܲ ൌ ܲܧ  ሺͳȀߙሻሺܻ െ തܻሻ 

With some modifications to this equation, the inclusion of exogenous events 

�VXSSO\�VKRFNV��Y���WKH�VXEWUDFWLRQ�RI�ODVW�\HDU¶V�SULFH�OHYHO��DQG�XVLQJ�2NXQ¶V�ODZ�

WR�FKDQJH�RXWSXW�WR�XQHPSOR\PHQW��ZH�DUH�DEOH�WR�FRPH�WR�WKH�PRGHUQ�3KLOOLS¶V�

curve being taught to undergraduate students. (Mankiw, 2010) 

ߨ ൌ ߨܧ െ ݑሺߚ െ ሻݑ   ݒ

With the terms referring to starting from the left inflation, expected inflation, beta 

(parameter measuring the response of inflation to cyclical employment) times 

cyclical unemployment, and finally supply shock. The Phillips curve can be used 

to represent the same macroeconomic ideas present in the aggregate supply 

curve. The aggregate supply curve shows the relationship between output and 

price level (or change in it), while the Phillips curve shows how the relationship 

between unemployment and inflation behaves. While the Phillips curve also 
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includes the variable for supply shocks, this model proved to be much more 

relevant for the review of literature studying the relationship between inflation and 

supply shocks. (Mankiw, 2010) 

As the behavior of the aggregate supply curve changes between the short and 

long-run, the effects of supply shocks on inflation in both time frames is interesting 

to study. In the long-run, prices are flexible, and the aggregate supply curve is 

vertical. In the short-run however, prices are sticky and the aggregate supply 

curve is upward sloping. (Mankiw, 2010) 

3.2 DIFFERENCES IN ASSUMPTIONS 

In this subsection, the differences in the assumptions taken in the reviewed 

literature will be discussed. It is important to remember that many sources have 

made different assumptions in their models which may have contributed to a 

difference in the results of their models. 

One key assumption that is important to take into consideration is the 

assumptions surrounding price flexibility. Some sources look at both situations, 

where prices are totally flexible and where prices are completely rigid, and some 

sources only look at one situation. Traditional sources, (such as (Gordon, 1975)), 

use a model in which some prices, such as oil and food are flexible, while others 

are rigid. Ball and Mankiw put heavy emphasis on the relevance of sticky prices 

or menu costs in the analysis of supply shock and inflation. Their model allows 

for the flexibility of prices to be endogenous in the model and thus for it to change 

over time. In some periods it may be oil and food prices that are flexible, however 

LQ�RWKHU�SHULRGV� LW�FRXOG�EH�RWKHU� WKLQJV�� �%DOO�	�0DQNLZ��������S������� ³7KH\�

argue that the classical dichotomy between relative and general price change 

RQO\�KROGV�XQGHU�IXOO�IOH[LELOLW\�RI�SULFHV�´��'HZDFKWHU�	�/XVWLJ��������S���� 

Assumptions on optimal prices are also assumed. Ball and Mankiw state that their 

model assumes optimal prices when the shocks hit, but go on to reveal that their 

data suggests this assumption was inessential for the model. They suggest 

further research use a dynamic model without this assumption. However, note 

that their model would not work with a dynamic model. (Ball & Mankiw, 1995) 

Dewachter and Lustig, while finding many points of differences to Ball and 

0DQNLZ¶V� UHVHDUFK�� DOVR� DVVXPH� RSWLPDO� SULFHV�� DQG� DVVXPH� D� VWDWLF model. 
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(Dewachter & Lustig, 1998) As in the real world, it is unlikely that prices are 

optimal when shocks hit the economy, so it is important to use models that may 

be reflected in real life.  

An interesting assumption about supply shocks has also been made in many 

VRXUFHV��OHQGLQJ�IURP�%UXQR�DQG�6DFK¶V�UHVHDUFK�IURP�������7KLV�DVVXPSWLRQ�

VWDWHV�WKDW�³H[RJHQRXV�UHODWLYH�SULFH�FKDQJHV�RI�LQWHUPHGLDWH�FRPPRGLWLHV��FUXGH�

RLO�IRU�H[DPSOH��FDQ�EH�UHJDUGHG�DV�DJJUHJDWH�VXSSO\�VKRFNV´��0LR��������S�����. 

Ball and Mankiw also take this as given in their research, and also remind that 

³IXQGDPHQWDOO\�� VXSSO\� VKRFNV� DUH� FKDQJHV� LQ� FHUWDLQ� UHODWLYH� SULFHV´� �%DOO� 	�

Mankiw, 1995, p. 161). Intermediate commodities, also known as intermediate 

goods, are goods that are sold between industries for resale or to make another 

product (Mankiw, 2010). These commodities are noted to have relatively high 

price elasticity and high volatility of supply. Unexpected exogenous changes (or 

changes outside of the theoretical framework) in the relative price of intermediate 

commodities, for example oil, is attributed to shocks to the aggregate supply. This 

is because the demand of these goods will only change when faced by a supply 

shock, for example if there is no oil left. (Mankiw, 2010) 

3.3 INFLATION INERTIA AND INFLATION EXPECTATIONS 

Inflation inertia has been defined in different ways in different sources of literature, 

and is used in some of the literature reviewed. The term inertia, originating from 

Greek, refers to the persistent growth of something. This would imply that inflation 

inertia means when inflation is persistent but also having a positive value. 

(Mankiw, 2010) It would imply the rate of change continuing at whichever non-

zero value, and would thus differ from persistence of inflation, as the persistence 

of inflation can remain at;  

ȟߨ ൌ Ͳǡ 

While inflation inertia refers to where the situation when the change, continues 

and accelerates. However, in this thesis I will be going on the definition taken by 

0LR�� DQG� WKDW�ZKDW� LV� GHVFULEHG�DERYH��0LR�KDV�GHILQHG� LQIODWLRQ� LQHUWLD� DV� ³a 

broad concept containing inflation expectations´�(Mio, 2001, p. 86). Mio models 

inflation inertia with a lagged term, in aims to predict inflation today as a function 

of inflation yesterday. In his model he finds that the results are highly statistically 
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significant (E1 is close to 1), and shows that if one observes high inflation 

yesterday one predicts to see high inflation today, thus showing the importance 

of assuming adaptive expectations in the Phillips curve. (Mio, 2001) 

However, different sources use differing ways of assuming expectations for 

inflation (if they were included). Different sources have used different 

assumptions of how consumers and agents in the economy expect price levels 

to change. Some sources have used the assumption of adaptive expectations 

(for example (Gordon & Hall, 1985), (Mio, 2001)), which is the assumption that 

real inflation depends on past inflation. However, others have used the 

assumption of rational expectations, or argued in favor of the use of rational 

expectations. Gordon and Hall argue in their research that their assumption of 

adaptive expectations does not accurately depict the real world, and criticizes 

their use of adaptive over rational expectations. Rational expectations means that 

agents expect inflation to change based on information available today and how 

it will affect the future. (Gordon & Hall, 1985) Ball and Mazumder also argue for 

UDWLRQDO�H[SHFWDWLRQV�WR�DQ�H[WHQW��DV�WKH\�DUJXH�IRU�µOHYHO�DQFKRUHG¶�H[SHFWDWLRQV�

according to a known level of inflation (discussed more in section 4.2) (Ball & 

Mazumder, 2011). In the real world, it is important to note that actors do expect 

prices to change based on all the information that one has, thus rational 

expectations seem to be closer to reality, however it is important to realize that 

while information is a good in abundance, reliable information can be hard to find, 

and this research may be hard to do for an ordinary agent. 

3.4 OPEC OIL SHOCKS OF THE ����¶6� $1'� 7+(� 3+,//,36�
CURVE 

7KH�8QLWHG� 6WDWHV� IDFHG� VLJQLILFDQW� VKRFNV� WR� LWV� HFRQRP\� LQ� WKH� ��¶V, which 

inspired the inclusion of supply shocks to the Phillips curve (Mankiw, 2010). In 

WKLV�WKHVLV�WKH�23(&�RLO�VKRFNV�RI�WKH�����¶V�ZLOO�EH�GLVFXVVHG�KHDYLO\��VR�LW�LV�

good to familiarize ourselves with the context and situation.  

Most notably, the oil embargo of 1973, in which OPEC countries (countries with 

FRQWURO�RYHU�PRVW�RI�WKH�ZRUOG¶V�RLO���SXW�DQ�HPEDUJR�RQ�H[SRUWLQJ�RLO�WR�WKH�8QLWHG�

States. This created a large supply shock as the United States was importing a 

large portion of the oil they used from OPEC countries. The oil embargo resulted 
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in rapid inflation of prices and unemployment in the United States. (Mankiw, 2010, 

p. 282) 

The effects of the OPEC oil shocks have encouraged debate on the effects of 

supply shocks both in the short- and long-run. According to classical theory, 

inflation is a product of the money supply. The high level of inflation after the 

OPEC oil shocks has proved that the classical dichotomy does not stand.  

The lessons learned from the OPE&�RLO�VKRFNV�DUH�HYHU�PRUH�DSSDUHQW�LQ�WRGD\¶V�

economy as the Russian invasion of Ukraine has prompted sanctions against 

5XVVLD¶V�RLO�LQGXVWU\��OHDGLQJ�WR�LQFUHDVHV�LQ�JDV�SULFHV�DQG�LQIODWLRQ�ZRUOGZLGH� 
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4. REVIEW OF THE EMPIRICAL LITERATURE 

The review of the empirical literature studied covers many aspects of the topic, 

and in this section of the thesis, the sourced literature and their key findings will 

be reviewed and discussed. To begin with, the restrictions of the literature 

reviewed will be introduced. Next, in subsection 4.1, as most sources use the 

Phillips curve to study the relationship between inflation and supply shocks, the 

similarities and differences in the models and data that the different literature 

used will be compared. After this in subsection 4.2, the literature will be reviewed 

in relations to the terms inflation, inflation expectation and inflation inertia (or 

inflation persistence), results in relations to these terms will be reviewed. Finally, 

in subsection 4.3, the literature will be reviewed in relations to the short- and long-

run effects of supply shocks on inflation. The findings and conclusions of the 

literature studied will be compared and contrasted, and the conclusions will be 

H[DPLQHG�ZLWK�WKH�TXHVWLRQ�³7R�ZKDW�H[WHQW�GR�VXSSO\ VKRFNV�DIIHFW�LQIODWLRQ"´�LQ�

mind.  

The empirical literature reviewed in this thesis has some clear restrictions and 

focuses. To begin with, the matter of how supply shocks affect inflation in the 

short- and long-run is reviewed from the empirical literature, however most 

literature discusses the inflationary power of supply shocks in the short-run. 

Inflation persistence is also discussed in the literature studied, and it ties well into 

the long-run effects of inflation, it was also included along with inflation inertia. It 

is important to note that the literature reviewed is not contained to one economy 

or country, but rather from around the world��7KH�23(&�RLO�VKRFNV�RI�WKH�����¶V�

and their effect on American inflation also inspired much of the literature studied, 

thus the American economy may receive more attention than others, most 

notably the analyses by Ball and Mankiw, Ball and Mazumbder, Gordon, et al. 

However, economies such as the Japanese economy have also been discussed 

(Mio, 2001). Some of the literature will also be discussing the term inflation 

expectation, and its effect on the relationship between supply shocks and 

inflation. 
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4.1 ESTIMATING THE PHILLIPS CURVE 

Most of the empirical literature considered for this thesis studied the effects of 

supply shocks on inflation using estimations of the Phillips curve. However, the 

exact way they estimated and modeled the Phillips curve differs between 

literature, with the way that data has been handled, variables that have been 

added/excluded, etc. 

The traditional way to estimate the Phillips curve is outlined by the work of 

many, including Gordon and Friedman (Gordon, 1975) (Friedman, 1968). When 

Phillips curves were first introduced, they did not include an explanatory variable 

for the supply shock. Later this has become normal to include supply shocks as 

an explanatory variable or to control for supply shocks in their model, using proxy 

variables that aim to account for the phenomenon of the supply shocks, without 

explicitly modeling the effects of the variable (like an explanatory variable). 

)ULHGPDQ¶V�VLPSOH�3KLOOLSV�FXUYH�ORRNHG�OLNH�WKLV� 

ߨ ൌߨ�௧ ߙ�ሺݑ െ ሻ௧כݑ  ߳௧ 

With the explanatory variables being expected inflation, the difference between 

unemployment and the natural rate of unemployment and an error term (as one 

can see it does not contain the supply shock variable). (Friedman, 1968) 

Since 1982, after the OPEC oil shocks, economists came to include the supply 

shock variable in the Phillips curve, or at least control for it. The high price levels 

RI�WKH�����¶V�VSHFLILFDOO\�after the oil shocks inspired new research and thought 

into the relationship between supply shock, inflation and unemployment. (Ball & 

Mazumder, 2011) In most of the reviewed literature, either the supply shock was 

added as an explanatory variable or a proxy variable. Supply shocks are quite 

difficult to measure and statistically compare, which is why in many cases it may 

not be included as an explanatory variable. Controlling for the supply shock 

variable, by using a proxy variable or an explanatory variable is very important in 

producing an unbiased model of the Phillips curve (one where other variables 

show their effect on the dependent variable and do not include explanatory work 

for omitted variables, eg. supply shocks). Augmentations have been made to the 

Phillips curve in attempts to capture the true effect of supply shocks on inflation, 

and it is noted that ³LGHQWLI\LQJ�WKH�H[DFW�FKDQQHOV�WKURXJK�ZKLFK�VXSSO\�VKRFNV�

DIIHFW�LQIODWLRQ�WXUQV�RXW�WR�EH�VXUSULVLQJO\�KDUG´��'HZDFKWHU�	�/XVWLJ��������S����� 
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Additionally, the reviewed literature uses two alternative data sources: the CPI 

(Consumer Price Index) and PPI (Producer Price Index). Most infamously, these 

indices are known to measure inflation however, have different emphases. The 

CPI shows inflation from the perspective of consumers, and thus includes 

consumer goods which include imports, and taxes. The PPI shows inflation from 

WKH�SHUVSHFWLYH�RI�SURGXFHUV��DQG�WKH�LQGXVWU\��DQG�WKXV�GRHVQ¶W�LQFOXGH�WKLQJV�

such as imports or taxes, but includes sales. Using CPI data aims to adjust 

income and expenditure streams to show changes in the costs of living for 

consumers, while PPI aims to deflate revenue streams in order to measure real 

growth in output. Thus, we can see the change in perspective from consumer to 

producer. (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014) Of these indices, CPI is more 

commonly used. The use of CPI data was supported by many researchers such 

as Sommer and Mio. Ball and Mankiw on the other hand, use Producer Price 

Index data to examine the distribution of price change. (Ball & Mankiw, 1995, p. 

�����0LR¶V�HVWLPDWLRQ�GLIIHUHG�DV�KH�XVHG�WKH�WULPPHG�PHDQ�&3,�GDWD�LQ�RUGHU�WR�

calculate the asymmetry (the skewness) of the price change distribution (Mio, 

2001). Mio argues for using the trimmed mean CPI data as changes in the 

trimmed CPI are smaller than changes in the headline CPI, as the tails of the 

distribution are given 0 weight and the rest of the data is averaged. The difference 

between the trimmed CPI and the headline CPI show the level of skewness in 

the price distribution. (Mio, 2001) The skewness is higher when divergence 

between the two is larger, and as Ball and Mankiw show in section 4.3, this 

(skewness) affects the way that shocks affect the inflation rate.  

7R�LOOXVWUDWH�WKH�GHYHORSPHQWV�PDGH�LQ�WKH�\HDUV�DIWHU�)ULHGPDQ¶V�PRGHO��EHORZ�

is 0LR¶V�estimation of the Phillips curve: (Mio, 2001) 

௧ߨ ൌ ߙ� �ߚߨ௧ି



ୀଵ

ߛܣܩ ௧ܲି



ୀଵ

�ߠܵܭܥܱܪܵݑ௧ି



ୀ

  ௧ߝ�

As one can see the dependent variable is the inflation at time t. The first term on 

the right is a constant variable, the second term is lagged inflation (which is 

treated as a proxy for inflation inertia, see section 3.2), the third term is the output 

gap (difference between potential output and real output), the fourth term is the 

proxy for the supply shock and finally the fifth term is the error term. As one can 
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see Mio specifically added the proxy for inflation inertia when controlling the 

supply shock in his estimation of the Phillips curve. Mio models inflation inertia 

with a lagged term, with the aim to try to predict inflation today (as the dependent 

variable) as a function of past inflation. Thus, trying to make the case that past 

inflation (inflation in time t-1) has a substantial effect on the Phillips curve and 

real inflation in time t. (Mio, 2001)  

If one compares this to the traditional Phillips curve, or the non-augmented 

Phillips curve, one can see some quite large differences between many of the 

sources �LQFOXGLQJ� 0LR¶V� PRGHO� VHHQ� DERYH� and the non-augmented curve. 

Below the Phillips curve that is taught to undergraduate students today is given: 

(Mankiw, 2010) 

ߨ ൌ Ƞߨ െ ݑሺߚ െ ሻݑ   ݒ

As one can see this model is much more simplified than many of the other 

estimations and augmentations of the Phillips curve used in the reviewed 

literature.  

  

4.2 INFLATION INERTIA AND EXPECTED INFLATION 

The literature studied has different stances on the terms inflation, inflation inertia 

DQG�H[SHFWHG�LQIODWLRQ��6RPH�VRXUFHV�GRQ¶W�GHDO�ZLWK�WKH�WHUPV�H[SHFWHG�LQIODWLRQ�

and inflation inertia at all, and only discuss real or nominal inflation. However, 

especially in later literature, and when the literature discusses monetary policy 

thoroughly as well, there is more of a focus on these terms.  

Sommer discusses inflation expectation and its importance in especially the 

effect of supply shocks on inflation in the long run. Sommer finds that during the 

period of Volker disinflation (1979-1982), the persistence of supply shocks in the 

U.S. inflation dropped significantly. His empirical results suggest that the 

difference between pre- and post-Volker periods lies in the change of the 

behavior of inflation expectations between these two periods. The data shows 

that mediators had different expectations about the continuation of shocks in 

these periods. They expected shocks to continue in the pre-Volcker period but 

not in the post-Volcker period. Sommer continues to study how the monetary 

policies put in place lead to different equilibria for the persistence of supply 
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shocks, and constructs a model for this equilibria. (Sommer, 2002) Mio on the 

other hand discussed both inflation expectations and inflation inertia. Inflation 

inHUWLD�KDV�GLIIHULQJ�H[DFW�GHILQLWLRQV��KRZHYHU�LQ�0LR¶V�SDSHU�KH�GHILQHV�LQIODWLRQ�

LQHUWLD�DV��³D�EURDG�FRQFHSW�FRQWDLQLQJ�LQIODWLRQ�H[SHFWDWLRQV´��0LR��������S�������

A more in depth look into the term can be found for this in section 2.2 of this 

thesis. Mio models the Phillips curve to include both inflation and lagged inflation 

to explain how the two affect each other while controlling the model with supply 

shocks. (Mio, 2001) 

Mio comes to the conclusion that his model, including the proxy for inflation 

inertia, outperforms the traditional models of the past. He finds a strong 

correlation between inflation and lagged inflation when controlling supply shock 

effects for both inflation and lagged inflation. Thus, emphasizing the importance 

of inflation expectations (in his model finding adaptive expectations to be closer 

to the truth) and the persistence and power of inertia in inflation. (Mio, 2001, p. 

95) If firms and consumers observe high prices yesterday, they predict to see 

high prices today, and thus change their behavior. Commonly this change in 

behavior can easily worsen the speed at which inflation increases, and this has 

been seen on many occasions as consumers may panic-buy products leading to 

a shortage of goods that then naturally increases the prices of the goods. This 

then can create a cycle of rising inflation, and keeps up the persistence of 

inflation. Thus, returning to the ideas and findings that Sommer made in his 

research, emphasizing the importance of inflation expectations especially when 

considering the persistence of inflation and supply shocks.  

On the other hand, Ball and Mazumder also look at inflation expectations in their 

research and find that inflation expectations have been µshock-anchored¶ since 

WKH� ����¶V�� This thus differs from the heavy emphasis placed on adaptive 

H[SHFWDWLRQV�E\�0LR���%DOO�	�0D]XPGHU��������7KH\�ILQG�WKDW�VLQFH�WKH�����¶V�

supply shocks do not have as much inflationary power, as people expect the 

Central Bank to adjust monetary policy to bring inflation back to prior levels. This 

idea of anchored expectations is discussed more in section 4.3. 

There may be reasons that some do not take inflation expectation into account in 

their research. Gordon and Hall go on to explain that there are different ways to 

interpret the lagged inflation term modeled in the Phillips curve. It can be treated 
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as a proxy for price expectations (assuming expectations are formed adaptively). 

This is a widely used interpretation and is evHQ�FDOOHG�µH[SHFWDWLRQV- augmented 

3KLOOLSV�FXUYH¶��ZKHQ�³HTXDWLRQV�H[SODLQLQJ�ZDJH�RU�SULFH�FKDQJH�LQ�ZKLFK�RQH�RU�

PRUH�ODJJHG�SULFH�YDULDEOHV�DSSHDU´��*RUGRQ�	�+DOO��������S������� This quote 

thus further emphasizing the wide-spread use of lagged variables and inclusion 

of expectations (mostly assumed to have formed adaptively). However, Gordon 

and Hall note that the assumption of adaptive expectations is not rational, and 

thus this model is open to criticism. Rational agents should and would use all 

information at their disposal to form expectations about inflation. Gordon and Hall 

use this as an explanation for why they prefer the interpretation in which the 

lagged inflation term represents the inertia of wage- and price-setting institutions. 

They explain that this way he creates a mechanical relationship between current 

and past inflation, instead of making any assumptions in how the expectations 

are formed. 

While Ball and Mankiw do not take inflation expectation into account in their 

model (Ball & Mankiw, 1995), Dewachter and Lustig use their model and add 

inflation expectations to their model by extending their model to include 

interaction among price-setters. Dewachter and Lustig conclude that the inclusion 

of inflation expectation results in their model outperforming the Ball and Mankiw 

model. (Dewachter & Lustig, 1998) 

4.3 SHORT- AND LONG-RUN EFFECTS 

The extent to which supply shocks can affect inflation can be examined in two 

regards, the long- and short-run. In this section, the effects of supply shocks on 

inflation will be discussed in relation to the short- and long-run. 

Ball and Mankiw specifically discuss the short-term effects of supply shocks on 

inflation in their research. They study the shifts in the short-run Phillips curve 

based on changes in relative-prices and stickiness in nominal prices. Ball and 

Mankiw find in their research that their proposed method outperforms the 

traditional estimation of the Phillips curve (eg. Gordon method). (Ball & Mankiw, 

1995) 

They find that aggregate inflation depends on the distribution of relative-price 

changes in their research. Their model implies that changes in the price level are 
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positively correlated to skewness of relative prices in both the pre- and post-

OPEC era. They explain that in past literature, more focus has been placed on 

the relationship between inflation and variability of prices, instead of inflation and 

skewness of relative prices. They lay the groundwork for their emphasis on how 

supply shocks affect inflation with different magnitudes, based on the skewness 

of the relative-price change distribution. (Ball & Mankiw, 1995) Ultimately, they 

XVH�WKHVH�ILQGLQJV�WR�FRQFOXGH�WKDW�³ZKHQ�PHQX�FRVWV�FUHDWH�D�UDQJH�RI�LQDFWLRQ 

in response to shocks, the distribution of relative-price changes influences the 

RYHUDOO�SULFH�OHYHO´���%DOO�	�0DQNLZ��������S�������,QWXLWLYHO\�ZLWK�WKH�FRQFOXVLRQV�

of this model, it can be seen that if a negative supply shock was to hit an 

economy, that would mean that the distribution of desired price changes is 

skewed to the right. In the sticky-price model, firms will adjust their prices only if 

the price-change is greater than the potential menu costs (Ball & Mankiw, 1995). 

Positive skewness of desired price change thus means that large positive price 

changes are more likely to occur than large negative price changes. Thus, the 

results of the relative price increases outweigh the results of the relative price 

decreases on the general price level. And thus, the inflation rate increases. The 

UHVXOWV�RI�%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�PRGHO�RXWSHUIRUP�WUDGLWLRQDO�PRGHOV��DQG�EULQJ�OLJKW�

to a whole new aspect. Large shocks affect the price level disproportionately 

more than small ones, with greater magnitude. (Ball & Mankiw, 1995) 

Therefore, one can say that supply shocks affect inflation in the short-run to the 

extent that supply shocks have inflationary power, but their inflationary power 

differs in magnitude. Larger supply shocks have a disproportionate effect on the 

price levels, as Ball and Mankiw state with the inclusion of sticky prices. However, 

it is important to remember the assumptions made in BalO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�UHVHDUFK��

for example the assumption of optimal prices. In the case of most supply shocks, 

prices are not optimal before they come into effect. Ball and Mankiw suggest 

future research take this into account.  

%DOO� DQG� 0DQNLZ¶V� SDSHU� LV� WKRURughly reviewed and generally respected by 

academic peers, however there are economists that point out flaws in their model. 

'HZDFKWHU�DQG�/XVWLJ�H[WHQG�%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�PRGHO� WR� LQFOXGH� LQWHUDFWLRQV�

among price-setters, thus also bringing into play inflation expectations and the 

assumption of rational expectations. Ball and Mankiw do not discuss inflation 
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expectations in their model. Dewachter and Lustig argue that when agents expect 

inflation to occur because of supply shocks, they will raise their prices by even 

more if they are in the upper tail of the desired price change distribution. 

Furthermore, in the lower tail of the distribution, firms will lower their prices by 

less. This creates an even larger increase in the general price level. (Dewachter 

& Lustig, 1998) Similarly, Dewachter and Lustig find correlation between inflation 

and skewness of industry price changes. However, they find that with their model, 

the model yields more accurate results. Thus, resulting in their conclusion that 

the inclusion of inflation expectation is essential in the study of the inflationary 

power of supply shocks. (Dewachter & Lustig, 1998). Dewachter and Lustig argue 

WKDW�%DOO� DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�PRGHO� LV� QRW� FDSDEOH�RI� SURGXFLQJ�HQRXJK� LQIODWLRQ� WR�

³TXDOLI\�DV�D�YDOXDEOH�WKHRUy of short-UXQ�LQIODWLRQ´��'HZDFKWHU�	�/XVWLJ��������S��

����7KH\�DUJXH�WKDW�%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�PRGHO�UHVXOWV�LQ�VXSSO\�VKRFNV�KDYLQJ�TXLWH�

low inflationary power. The inflationary effects of supply shocks in the no-

LQWHUDFWLRQ�FDVH��%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�FDVH��are quite small. They argue that their 

model including inflation expectation and interaction among price-setters 

provides a more valuable theory of short-run inflation. (Ball & Mankiw, 1995) ,W¶V�

also important to remember that in reality, firms and price-setters use 

expectations about the future to make decisions about their prices. Intuitively, 

ignoring this interaction between price-VHWWHUV�LV�QRW�D�GHSLFWLRQ�RI�WKH�UHDO�ZRUOG¶V�

HFRQRP\��KRZHYHU�%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�DQDO\VLV�EURXJKW�D�QHZ�GLPHQVLRQ�WR�WKH�

analysis of the relationship between supply shocks and inflation.  

Consequently, one can argue that inflation expectations affect how largely supply 

shocks affect inflation. Inflation expectations are important to include as they 

affect the inflationary power of supply shocks. One can also argue that many of 

%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V� ILQGLQJV�ZHUH� UHOHYDQW�� LQFOXGLQJ� WKH� IRFXV�RQ�VWLFNLQHVV�RI�

prices and the relationship between aggregate inflation and skewness of prices 

versus the traditional inflation and variance of relative-price change relationship.  

Building upon the importance of using inflation expectation when considering the 

effects of supply shocks on inflation, more recent literature brings the term 

µDQFKRUHG�H[SHFWDWLRQV¶�WR�WKH�GLVFXVVLRn. Ball and Mazumder examine this term 

as the expected inflation dynamics were puzzling when using them to predict 

inflation during and after the Global Financial Crisis (2008-2010). In Ball and 
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0D]XPGHU¶V� UHVHDUFK� WKH\� GHILQH� WZR� WHUPV�� µVKRFN� DQFKRULQJ¶� DQG� µOHYHO�

DQFKRULQJ¶�� They define shock-anchoring as a term meaning that shocks to 

inflation are not permanent, and are not passed into expectations nor future 

inflation. /HYHO�DQFKRULQJ��PHDQLQJ�WKDW�³H[SHFWDWLRQV�DUH�WLHG�WR�D�SDUWLFXODU�OHYHO�

of inflatLRQ´��%DOO�	�0D]XPGHU��������S������ 7KH\�ILQG�WKDW�VLQFH�WKH�����¶V���DIWHU�

3DXO�9ROFNHU¶V�PRQHWDU\�UHJLPH���WKH�)HG�KDV�FRPPLWWHG�WR�VWDEOH�LQIODWLRQ��DQG�

agents in the economy know this, which has resulted in supply shocks not 

strongly affecting expectations or future inflation. (Ball & Mazumder, 2011) The 

difference between the pre-Volcker and post-Volcker era has also been studied 

by for example Sommer (2002) as discussed prior. These findings are supported 

by Sommer (2002) and Hooker (2002), and thus brings us to the idea that 

expectations have become shock-anchored. However, Ball and Mazumder also 

argue for the idea of level anchoring more recently. They find that shock 

DQFKRULQJ� KDV� EHHQ� D� SKHQRPHQRQ� VLQFH� WKH� ����¶V�� KRZever the idea that 

inflation should be kept at a specified level (2 %) has first been discussed in 

&HQWUDO�%DQNV�LQ�WKH�HDUO\���¶V���%DOO�	�0D]XPGHU��������7KH\�DUJXH�WKDW�LQ�WKH�

future, this level anchoring may hold more truth than shock anchoring. Hooker 

argues that it may be that monetary policy has changed since the Volcker regime, 

DQG�KDVQ¶W�EHFRPH� OHVV�DFFRPPRGDWLYH�RI�VXSSO\�VKRFNV��EXW�KDV� ³KHOSHG� WR�

FUHDWH�D�UHJLPH�ZKHUH�LQIODWLRQ�LV�OHVV�VHQVLWLYH�WR�SULFH�VKRFNV�PRUH�JHQHUDOO\´�

(Hooker, 2002, p. 540) 

Thus, one can argue that supply shocks in the modern economy may not have 

as large of an effect as past papers may have argued. Stable monetary policies 

around the world may have created this µshock anchoring¶ situation where agents 

in the economy trust and expect that inflation will return to natural rates after a 

shock. However, this is interesting to consider in economies in which trust in the 

monetary policy of the central bank may not be as high. In economies like these 

it can be suspected that this expectations anchoring may not hold. However, even 

if this doesn't explain the inflation dynamics of all economies it is still valuable to 

consider as it shows the importance of inflation expectations. Intuitively, if the 

supply shock affects inflation expectations or their behavior, it quite surely will 

affect real inflation as well. However, this shock anchoring is interesting to 

consider in situations where inflation persists longer than agents are used to. 
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While generally even if the Central Bank is trusted in an economy, for example in 

the United States (as discussed by Ball and Mazumder), it is important to 

remember that political climates have changed very much since their findings in 

2011. Extremism and polarization have increased distrust in institutions. 

Additionally fear mongering has become easier with the widespread use of the 

internet and social media, which can increase distrust in institutions including the 

Central Bank. This varying trust may weaken the strength of the argument by Ball 

and Mazumder introducing the shock anchoring term.  

There has also been much discussion about the effect of supply shocks in the 

long-run. Many pieces of literature study the long-term effects by studying the 

persistence of inflation. When discussing the long-term effects of supply shocks 

on inflation, the intuitive explanation is mostly taken from the effects of the Great 

Inflation of the ����¶V��+RZHYHU��WKHUH�DUH�GLIIHUHQW�YLHZV�RQ�WKLV�DV�ZHOO��2QH�

explanation is that under accommodative monetary policy, supply shocks feed 

into inflation expectations, instead of inflation directly. Inflation will remain high 

until the Central Bank tightens their policy which will drive the economy into a 

recession. An alternative view is the opposite, supply shocks only affect short-

term inflation and do not affect inflation in the long run. (Sommer, 2002) Sommer 

finds interesting and differing results for different time periods. Sommer finds that 

LQ�WKH�SHULRG�SULRU�WR�9ROFNHU¶V�GLVLQIODWLRQ������-79), supply shocks had a long-

run effect on the inflation rates. He finds that the magnitude of the long-term effect 

is about half of the size of the initial effect. He notes that the effect of supply 

shocks on inflation diminishes in less than 6 months after the Volcker monetary 

UHJLPH���6RPPHU��������6LQFH�WKH�����¶V��RWKHU�UHVHDUFK�KDV�DOVR�VKRZQ�WKDW�

supply shocks have not fed strongly into future inflation. (Hooker, 2002) Sommer 

finds that the persistence of inflation (or the shocks on inflation) are closely linked 

with the expectations of agents related to the permanence of shocks. During this 

studied period Sommer found that agents expected the shocks to inflation to be 

permanent, thus further feeding into the inflation expectations and continuing the 

persistence of inflation. However, when agents believe that the shocks and their 

effects are temporary, price levels return to their initial levels. (Gordon, 1984, pp. 

41-42) Sommer goes on to review the period of the Great Inflation, and how 

explanatory supply shocks were in the increase of inflation over these years. He 
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compares his results to those from the past, which accounted supply shocks 

playing a small role in the run-up of inflation during this time, and claimed that the 

main causes lied in fiscal and monetary policies that were expansionary. He 

supports this view and finds that supply shocks had a permanent effect on 

inflation, however did not explain most of the observed changes in inflation.  

Thus, it can be said that supply shocks affect inflation to the extent that shocks 

to markets can have a permanent effect on prices and the inflation rate of the 

future depending on the monetary policy being conducted. While agents expect 

shocks to persist, they keep expectations high, which further feeds into real 

inflation and vice versa. 

While some research makes a strong case for the effects of supply shocks on 

inflation. Further research (as discussed prior), for example Ball and Mazumder, 

have also argued that supply shocks do not have as much inflationary power as 

assumed. According to classical theory, money supply determines the price level, 

and thus the rate of inflation. As famously argued by Milton FrieGPDQ��³,QIODWLRQ�

LV�DOZD\V�DQG�HYHU\ZKHUH�D�PRQHWDU\�SKHQRPHQRQ´�� �)ULHGPDQ��������S������

This can be partly true and false, as seen above, supply shocks have inflationary 

power, but often this may be because supply shocks can cause changes to 

monetary policy, which then causes a change in the inflation rate. However, shifts 

in the money supply are not exclusively responsible for inflationary changes. It is 

commonly explained that under periods of inflation instability, and while the 

Central Bank is under accommodative monetary policy, supply shocks only feed 

into inflation expectations and not directly to real inflation. Inflation will remain 

high until the Central Bank tightens their monetary policy and drives the economy 

into a recession. (Sommer, 2002) Arguing that inflation is a result of monetary 

policy and not of shocks. Ball and MD]XPGHU¶V� ILQGLQJV� DOVR� HPSKDVL]H� KRZ�

inflation expectations are very significant in determining future inflation, and that 

H[SHFWDWLRQV� KDYH� EHHQ� µVKRFN-DQFKRUHG¶�� 6RPPHU¶V� research argues for the 

importance of monetary policy in the persistence of inflation, thus showing that 

with differing monetary policy the long-term effects of supply shocks on inflation 

can be different, while Ball and Ma]XPGHU¶V�PRGHO�DUJXHV�WKDW�shocks do not 

have inflationary power.  
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However, Ball and Mankiw note that the inclusion of the supply shock variable in 

the Phillips curve is important and needed, and this has been the consensus 

among most macroeconomists since the OPEC oil crisis. Gordon also argues 

that it is very important to recognize that inflation depends on shifts in not only 

supply (cost-push inflation) but also demand (demand-pull inflation). (Gordon, 

1984) 
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5. CONCLUSION 

To conclude this thesis, there has been differing conclusions on the relationship 

between supply shocks and inflation. As time passes, macroeconomists have 

argued for the addition and exclusion of different things to the Phillips curve in 

order to find more accurate results. Focuses have also shifted between many 

aspects.  

According to Ball and Mankiw it can be argued that the magnitude of the supply 

shocks affects how the supply shocks affect inflation. Their model expanded 

traditional models to include the sticky-price assumption, and showed that the 

skewness of the distribution of relative-price change affected the relationship 

between inflation and supply shocks. (Ball & Mankiw, 1995) Dewachter and 

Lustig agreed with this model but argued that the inclusion of interaction between 

price-setters was essential for the model. Thus, emphasizing the importance of 

the behavior of inflation expectations simultaneously. (Dewachter & Lustig, 1998) 

One can thus deduce that supply shocks are inflationary, however, they are much 

more inflationary when the interaction between price-setters, and thus inflation 

expectation are included. Large supply shocks affect the price level 

disproportionately more than small shocks, because of menu costs of firms.  

Mio and Sommer also emphasize the importance of inflation expectations in their 

models, and show that their models including inflation expectations outperform 

PRGHOV�VXFK�DV�%DOO�DQG�0DQNLZ¶V�PRGHO�� 

However, Ball and Mazumder argue against these ideas about inflation 

expectations and argue that in the post-Volcker period one can see that inflation 

H[SHFWDWLRQV�KDYH�FKDQJHG�WR�EH� µDQFKRUHG¶��7KH\�H[SDQG�RQ�WKH�SDVW�VWLFN\-

price model of Ball and Mankiw but come to the conclusion that the economy is 

a µVKRFN�DQFKRUHG¶�HFRQRP\��DQG�VWDWH�WKDW�DJHQWV�QRZ�WUXVW� WKat inflation will 

only fluctuate in the short-term, and will not persist. These expectations for 

inflation thus feed into the real inflation, and decreases the persistence of inflation 

in an economy (according to the Phillips curve).  
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This may be a result of past research that showed that shocks were not 

permanently inflationary, and that the effects of shocks on inflation gradually 

decreased back down to prior levels (for example Sommer). However, it was also 

emphasized that monetary policy has a prominent effect on the persistence of 

inflation (examined by Sommer and Hooker). Shocks to aggregate supply may 

have long lasting effects on inflation depending on the monetary policy and on 

the expectations of inflation by agents in the economy. It can thus be deduced 

WKDW�WKH�PRQHWDU\�SROLF\�LQ�WKH���¶V�DQG���¶V��VWXGLHG�E\�6RPPHU��ZDV�LGHDO�IRU�

keeping the persistence of inflation low.  

Finally, it can be said that macroeconomic views on the effects of supply shocks 

on inflation have developed plenty siQFH� WKH� ����¶V�� 7KH� PRGHOV� DQG� WKHLU�

inclusion of new variables, aspects and ideas have made the modern Phillips 

curve what it is today, and has reminded macroeconomists that the classical 

dichotomy does not stand in relations to inflation being a purely monetary 

phenomena. Rather, supply shocks do have inflationary power, that is limited by 

inflation expectations, monetary policy, and the skewness of relative-price 

change distribution.  
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